
back linking 
Links that lead users off your page 
to another site/ blog

conversationalist searches
Searches that allow the user to use 
a microphone to search.

cookies
Trackers that are downloaded to a 
users browser to report back to a 
server about the users activity on a 
site or browser.

 
cutmz cookie
Keeps track of user activities for a 
site.

utma cookie
An ongoing cookie that doesn’t 
expire as soon as others.

utmz cookie
Used to track campaigns or key-
word

database
 A collection of datta

directory naming
use naming based on keywords

Google bombing
Using a keyword several times in a 
row on a page just to meet Google 
requirements.

hreflang annotation
changes the language of the site

inbound links
Links that guide users in to your 
site.

incoming linking
use networking; creates credibility

landing page
Where a link brings you; a link 
specific page in a site.

link building 
long term- try guest writing on 
someone else blog

localization
Results come up for local  
businesses in a query

long tail keyword
1-2 word key phrases; Multiple 
word keyword: Increases accuracy 
of search (red-barn-with-white-
trim)

long term seo sustainable tactics
SEO features that may never-
change.

meta data
Information about the contents of 
other data such  
as a webpage

meta tags
help searching but search engine 
do not depend on them



search engine
A program that sorts through  
websites and documents

ranking
Where a site shows up in a query

robot exclusion standard
An xml file you put at the root of 
your site that names urls that you 
do not want a search engine to 
follow.

robot.txt file 
Allows you to see what has been 
disallowed

seo
 Search Engine optimization

serp
 Result page

sitemap
Contains xml tags for urls.  
Webmasters use the sitemap to  
inform the search engines what 
they can crawl through.

spiders/ crawlers/ robots-
Sift through websites and look at 
keywords to organize on search 
engine set up by programmer.

query
A search; A request for  
information. 

tagging
Assigning a keyword to a topic of 
information or an image.

 
 


